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Executive Summary

In the early days of the mobile money industry, mobile money platforms lacked sufficient functionality and capacity. A number of high-profile mobile money services were unable to scale up their platform and meet the capacity demands of mounting numbers of customers, bringing their growth to a screeching halt. Many others found their platforms had inadequate functionality to meet their strategic and operational vision of mobile money. This became clear when the second round of RFPs for mobile money platforms was recently issued: half of GSMA’s 14 “mobile money sprinters” are in the process of migrating or are planning to migrate their platforms.

Many MNOs agree that mobile money platforms were selected in haste during the first wave of deployments and that, in the rush to get the service to market, not enough time was devoted to the RFP process. The result has been unsuitable platforms, badly defined roadmaps, and uneasy relations between MNOs and their vendors. Vendors, for their part, did not always have the expertise or resources to turn around developments in a timely fashion, compounding the problem.

There is no magic formula to driving an industry forward. Only time, experience and growing consumer demand will produce mobile money services and platforms that deliver comprehensive functionality and stable solutions. Mobile money continues to grow: today 100 new services are planning to launch all around the world. This paper is based on extensive research of mobile money service providers and platform vendors, and aims to help service providers identify the functional and technical features they require for a platform to meet their business needs. The paper reviews what makes mobile money a unique type of service for MNOs, identifying the main features of a mobile money platform and the important functional and technical aspects to consider when entering the mobile money industry. Finally, there are guidelines for MNOs seeking to issue and evaluate an RFP for a mobile money platform.

Part 1: Introducing mobile money platforms

Mobile money is more complex than VAS

More and more, mobile network operators (MNOs) are seeing mobile money as a revenue stream in its own right and not just as a way to generate indirect revenues from churn reduction. This new perspective was revealed in the GSMA 2012 Global Mobile Money Adoption Survey, in which four mobile money sprinters—the fastest growing providers in the industry—reported that mobile money accounted for more than 10% of overall MNO revenues. Fast growing mobile money services that the MMU have worked with while researching this paper all reveal a change in MNO mind-set; mobile money is now being treated internally as a service and no longer as a product. The industry is maturing, and the survey revealed a clear shift in the way mobile money sprinters are approaching mobile money. These MNOs are realising that, unlike airtime, mobile money is not a stand-alone product that they can simply sell and walk away from. Instead, they are beginning to treat mobile money as a unique service that requires much more attention. It is not simply a value-added service (VAS) or intelligent network (IN) extension, but an entirely new line of business that leverages an MNO’s distribution networks and demands extra care and attention such as additional and dedicated resources to succeed.

The Evolution of Mobile Money Platforms

Most early mobile money platforms were simply more advanced airtime recharge platforms. This was true of mobile money pioneers Utiba, Telesip, Comviva and eServeGlobal; with only Fundamo’s offering being a service-specific development. An airtime platform consists of a core transactional engine which allows the initial loading of the recharge amount and then
the debiting of that amount through voice, text or data usage. An advancement of this simple platform was airtime sharing or transfer among friends.

However, mobile money services are of course vastly different:

- When mobile money is spent, it is not “used up” like airtime. Rather, the person who receives the transfer, in turn transfers it to another person, business, or other payment recipient. Therefore, a mobile money platform has many more use-cases, many more stakeholders and the frequency of transactions takes on a different aspect.

- Mobile money transactions are sensitive and must be completed fully, correctly, and quickly. A traditional VAS is not as sensitive and it is acceptable for a conventional SMS to be delayed, but a mobile money transaction request or response carried over SMS must always be delivered on time. Agents cannot and will not hand over cash until they have received an SMS confirming that the “cash-out” transaction has been completed successfully. Nor can an agent afford to wait several minutes for the SMS to arrive whilst the queue in the store grows longer and customers grow impatient.

- VAS nodes are more straightforward; there is no need for multiple distribution levels, numerous interfaces to other core elements, or financial regulations governing what is and what is not allowed.

- The core technical requirements for a mobile money platform are essentially the same across different markets, but some customisation is necessary because local regulations and consumer propositions vary.

### Mobile Money Platforms: The Need for Investment

Another issue with first generation mobile money platforms was the level of upfront investment required. When many mobile money services first launched, there was little evidence of how much revenue mobile money would generate and there was a fear of capital expenditure (CapEx) exposure. This led mobile money services to opt for more basic platforms that allowed them to get their service to market quickly. However, the downside of this approach was that each new change request was costly and the functionality that was inadvertently omitted from the platform became costly and time consuming to add on an on-going basis. The result was that early platforms were often unable to offer stability or grow alongside consumer demand.

#### The Evolution of A Service

MNOs are beginning to have the realisation that

*Wow, I am now a Payment Service Provider and not a product seller... I’ll need to send a bill.*

Vincent Kadar, CEO, Telepin

### PART 2: Technical features of a mobile money platform

#### Matching Functionality with Business Strategy

The importance of making the right technology choices from the outset cannot be overstated. Mobile money technology is the building block upon which everything else depends: distribution, business processes, and organisational structure. When the technology performs properly, it exists in the background and delivers functionality based on the mobile money service strategy. Ultimately, it is a sound commercial strategy that determines the success of the service, not the technology.

A top-down strategy should be followed from the very start and should take into account the customer proposition, the desired product mix, and how the service will be delivered alongside the core MNO business. For MNOs new to mobile money, it is important to remember that they are responsible for holding and moving customers’ money around, and that mobile money customers are quite often interacting with financial services for the first time and depend on it performing exactly as they expect it to.

The section on figure 1 details the technical elements that must be considered when launching a mobile money service and developing an RFP for a mobile money platform. It is important that the platform choice and the RFP process are not rushed and that the decision is sound and reflects the overall business strategy.

### Initial Platform Decisions

The first decision a service provider needs to make is where the platform will sit. The hosting environment is where the service is physically housed. Traditionally, MNOs prefer to host their platforms in their own data
centre, but given the emergence of cloud-based services and Software as a Service (SaaS), platforms can be hosted externally and linked back to an MNO’s data centre. Hosting decisions are critical: smaller MNOs may choose an externally hosted solution to reduce set-up costs, whereas larger MNOs that are part of a group may prefer in-house hosting. The costs and benefits of both options are presented in Table 1.

**Regardless of Which Hosting Solution an MNO Chooses, It Must Consider a Number of Other Key Platform Issues:**

- **Platform Redundancy:** This is especially necessary for a mobile money platform where financial value is stored and moved. The switchover from live to back-up node must be seamless.
- **Disaster Recovery:** The rapid recovery from a failover or outage is critical and must be integrated into any service design.
- **Service-level Agreement (SLA):** Any contract with a vendor should include details governing items such as functionality definitions, connectivity, user/vendor responsibilities and obligations, technical support arrangements, escalation procedures, platform availability, and penalties for non-compliance. These last two items are especially important and provide recourse for the MNO if there is a service outage. (In early deployments this part of contractual discussions was often rushed.) In return, the vendor will require an SLA with the MNO for signalling and SMS/ USSD delivery. These issues are equally important in the case of a third party supplier that provides the links to an externally hosted solution; the mobile money service provider would have their own contract with this supplier.
- **Capacity Planning:** The most successful mobile money services have experienced periods of rapid growth that have strained the capacity of their platforms. In late 2011, Uganda’s MTN Mobile Money suffered lengthy downtime as a result of necessary service upgrades, proving how vulnerable capacity is to weak components. Service usage must be forecasted and included in the capacity planning for a mobile money platform, and all supporting services and vendors should be aware of these figures.

**Change request management:** Mobile money is a young and dynamic industry and it is inevitable that many changes will be made to the service over its lifetime. Change requests are a source of frustration to both MNOs and vendors since they incur delays and expense and divert resources from more strategic developments. The better the RFP and its evaluation, the fewer changes will be needed. Indeed, if a strong MNO–vendor partnership is established during the RFP process, managing future changes will be less challenging.

**Roadmap:** The roadmap must be driven by commercial requirements to provide added functionality, capacity improvements, and operational cost savings. Gathering detailed requirements and documentation are extremely important in this nascent industry where there are few best practice standards to be emulated.

**Platform environments:** It is common for telecommunications vendors to provide both a live platform and a staging platform. The live platform handles traffic while the staging platform is used to test software upgrades and patches. Due to the sensitive nature of transmitting customer funds, each maintenance window should run through the entire testing suite prior to going live. Top-performing mobile money services have an additional, third platform that they use for training.

### Table 1: Costs and Benefits of In-House and External Hosting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In-House Data Centre</th>
<th>Hosted Solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cost</strong></td>
<td>Initial capital expenditures are lower, operating expenses are usually less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expertise</strong></td>
<td>Need to develop in-house expertise to support the platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scalability</strong></td>
<td>Limited by floor space, internal processes, and competing services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group-wide Security</strong></td>
<td>More difficult to manage with multiple market entities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Latency</strong></td>
<td>Links are also in-house and can be easily distributed to limit failure points. Activity is much less than in the cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consistency</strong></td>
<td>Very difficult to achieve if each market issues its own API (even with a single vendor due to different currencies and implementations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gross Revenue</strong></td>
<td>Usually not shared with the vendor — traditional MNO model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Adapted from John Ward and Joe Peppard, 2002, Strategic Planning for Information Systems, Fig. 9.4, p. 154.**

**GSMA - MOBILE MONEY FOR THE UNBANKED**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHY ARE WE DELIVERING THE SERVICE?</th>
<th>WHAT IS REQUIRED OF THE SERVICE?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MNO STRATEGY</td>
<td>MNO TECHNICAL STRATEGY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External MNO Business Solutions</td>
<td>Service Based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objectives and Directions</td>
<td>What is being changed?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT Systems in MNO Technical Portfolios</td>
<td>Needs &amp; Priorities of the Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supports MNO Strategy</td>
<td>Mobile Money Platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direction for the Service</td>
<td>Mobile Money Based</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1:** Top-down approach to a mobile money service and platform.
mobile money services have an additional, third platform that they use for training. This has proven vital to the success of the service as staff can become familiar with the functionality of the service in a safe and controlled environment. Fundamo recommends three platforms as standard.

INTERFACES TO OTHER PLATFORMS
The mobile money platform does not exist as a stand-alone unit; it must connect to other MNO core elements in order to access the GSM technology and to external platforms to provide full commercial functionality. Figure 2 shows the typical interfaces that a mobile money platform requires.

INTERNAL MNO INTERFACES
The most common way a customer or agent accesses a mobile money service is through STK or USSD interfaces. Airtime top-ups are among the most common transactions in the majority of mobile money services, which involves linking to the IN or other mediation platform. In markets where literacy levels are low, some mobile money services incorporate connections to an interactive voice response (IVR). In addition, customer care, back office staff, operations, and provisioning teams must have access to various parts of the platform. A web-based interface typically provides the best results.

The capacity of all platforms and the bandwidth of the links to these nodes must be evaluated, especially since several competing users might access them simultaneously. Whereas some service outages have been the result of platform inadequacies, others have been the result of congestion between these interfaces and other MNO platforms. Prioritising the delivery of mobile money messages to and from these systems is recommended due to the sensitive nature of a service that moves customers’ money.

EXTERNAL INTERFACES
Banking systems: A mobile money service is typically in partnership with a bank since e-money is always backed by funds in a bank account. Ideally, matching money in the bank with e-money in the system should be automated. A facility to interface to other banks may also be needed, for example, to facilitate cash-out via an ATM network or to make transfers between bank and e-money accounts.

Payment switches: In many markets, switches route transactions between conventional payment services. They may be internationally recognised (such as Visa and MasterCard), they may be national switches, or they may be specific to one or more banks, money transfer organisations, and/or payment service providers (PSP). Transactions with some organisations require connecting to a payment switch and paying the switch provider a processing fee.

Biller systems: One of the most popular mobile money services is bill payments, often a utility bill such as power or water. This may require connecting directly to the payment system of each utility provider.

Payment Service Provider (PSP) systems: In some cases, bill payment functionality is facilitated by the mobile money platform connecting to an external payment service provider (PSP) platform, which then connects to multiple biller systems.

Point of Sale (POS) devices: In some markets the retail infrastructure, even for the poor, makes extensive use of electronic tolls with sophisticated POS devices. For both agent activities (cash-in/cash-out) and for merchant payments in store it may be necessary to interface with the merchant POS.

HOSTING DECISIONS
“Some CTOs have had some badly delivered centralised GSM services in the past so there may be an initial reluctance to go for a hosted solution. People in this role are very conscious of the trade-off between wanting to have control of platforms versus having to develop the expertise in house required to manage the platform.”
Mobile Money Vendor Management & Business Strategy Manager, African Group MNO

PLATFOR M EVOLUTION
What differences are you noticing in this second round of RFPs?
“Two points to highlight: These RFPs are based on consumer requirements and behaviour gathered during the past five to seven years in several markets, and are demanding more flexibility of the platforms to enable new services and integrate into a more complex ecosystem with the addition of third party players, financial services institutions and payment networks, both for closed and open loop transactions.”
Jesus Luzardo, EVP Global Sales Mobile Financial Services, Utiba

FIGURE 2
Mobile Money Interfaces
The transactional functionality of mobile money systems must support three types of activities:

- **Customer activities** – these may be performed by a customer or a business, but they have an impact on the customer’s mobile money account.
- **Agent activities** – agents perform two distinct functions: serving customers and administering their business
- **Operator activities** – performed by the MNO offering the service

Mature services and vendors agree that it is preferable to launch a new mobile money service with a limited suite of functionality. This makes it easier for both customers and agent assistants to understand the service, why it’s needed, and especially how to use it. Additional functionality can then be rolled out in a structured fashion over time depending on how the service evolves.

The functionality required to support each type of activity is described in detail in the next section. These functions are explained from a service design perspective and include the specific considerations for implementing each type. Platform designers recommend that all customer and agent transactions be chargeable—configurable as both a percentage and a fixed fee—even if the charge is set to zero for many of them. For the MNO to access the revenue earned by the mobile money service, the platform must collect transaction fees and airtime discount fees when money moves through the system. Building in this feature from the start can be very beneficial if the mobile money service becomes taxable, as happened with Safaricom’s M-Pesa in 2013.

**Customer activities**

**CUSTOMER TRANSACTIONS**

Customers need access to a range of transactions they can either conduct themselves or have conducted on their behalf by an agent, business, or other service provider.

**Registration:** Depending on local regulations, registration may involve collecting KYC documentation, but typically it requires an agent to send instructions to the mobile money service to create an account for the customer. In some markets, self-registration is permitted to access the basic service, but users usually need to bring KYC documentation to an agent to access higher transaction limits and richer functionality. Tiered KYC is also common in markets without self-registration and different transaction limits are allowed depending on the level of customer information received. Platforms should accommodate these different profiles while ensuring there is an easy-to-understand checklist for agents to follow (who are often inexperienced in this area). In some markets, the MNO is also permitted to bulk register existing subscribers.

**Cash-In/Cash-Out:** The chief task of an agent is to provide cash-in and cash-out services to registered customers. Most markets allow agents to enable cash-out for unregistered recipients of funds, who non-

---

**MATURE SERVICES AND VENDORS AGREE THAT IT IS PREFERABLE TO LAUNCH A NEW MOBILE MONEY SERVICE WITH A LIMITED SUITE OF FUNCTIONALITY**

---

---

---
Bulk payments: To enable this feature, businesses will normally be given access to a set of web screens from which they can administer bulk payment instructions, much as they would administer payroll. In some systems the MNO has to perform batch payments on behalf of the business, but this becomes expensive and time consuming as the service becomes more popular.

Bank transfers: As a service matures it may choose to link the mobile money service to customer bank accounts, either directly or by using a switch. Interconnection between mobile money and a bank allows value to be transferred without having to visit an agent. This functionality also helps agents to manage their e-money float and liquidity more easily.

EVALUATION OF MOBILE MONEY

As mobile money services evolve there are opportunities to offer enhanced products, such as loans, savings, and insurance. These products can either be offered directly or via third party specialists that are paid for using the mobile money platform. The platform itself thus becomes an enabler for these new services. An example of this is Kenya’s M-Shwari service. The handset menu usually has a specific item for transferring funds between a customer’s mobile money and savings accounts. This utilises the same underlying bank transfer functionality allowed by the platform interface to banking systems.

CUSTOMER ADMINISTRATION

For security purposes, all handset users need to be able change their PIN. They also need the ability to check their account balance and request a mini statement. If possible, they should be able to set a security question (memorable date, secret word, etc.) to assist with identification if they need to call customer service.

Agent activities

AGENT HIERARCHIES AND ADMINISTRATION

Ideally, a good quality agent distribution network has various distribution layers that are created and administered correctly in the platform. These layers limit the number of direct relationships that an MNO has with individual agents, making the distribution network easier to manage. In some markets, independent retailers may also provide wholesale services to other independent stores, creating further layers of relationships.

Every mobile money service has its own structure and a vendor should be flexible enough to accommodate different models. Accommodations should also be made when the distribution model changes over time. A sample hierarchy is shown in Figure 4.

The main consideration in all these relationships is how the commission will be split. Integrating all these parties into the mobile money service depends on the ability of the platform to support multi-distribution layers and the transfer of money between layers.

AGENT TRANSACTIONS

Registration, cash-in, and cash-out can all be performed by an agent. In some markets, agents can also perform over-the-counter (OTC) versions of send money or bill payments on a customer’s behalf.

AGENT ADMINISTRATION

Agent access to the platform: The functionality offered to the agent infrastructure depends on the vendor. Whereas customers are usually restricted to accessing the service via their handset, it is preferable to allow businesses limited access to their mobile money accounts online. Ideally, master agents have online access to a web interface from which they can administer their e-money accounts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUPERAGENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MASTERAGENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWNED OR MANAGED BY MASTERAGENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SECOND LEVEL AGENTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Superagents are responsible for the sale of e-money to other agents using the mobile money system to earn commission. This can often be a bank or a large retail chain.

Masteragents have a contractual relationship with the MNO and (ideally) access to online mobile money administration tools. They earn a commission for each transaction made by their sub-agents.

Standard agents usually use only handsets to serve customer cash-in/cash-out and registration.

There may be further layers of distribution relationships providing agent services to customers.

More detailed RFPs

“Platforms have added even more flexibility recently. The second round of RFPs from MNOs shows that there are clearer ideas from clients and they are much more focused on tight distribution systems and advanced financial transactional capability.”

Goulven Bessond, Product Director, eServGlobal
(e.g. float management, statement access, and report generation). Some platforms also allow normal agents to have online access to generate reports and statements.

Agents with handsets need the same access to functions as those for custom- ers: PIN change, statement, and balance enquiry. However, since they serve cus- tomers directly and need to manage their business more efficiently, agents require some additional tools.

Multiple assistant IDs: As with many retail organisations, every agent staff member should have their own identity within the store system. Agent (and merchant) stores should be able to identify multiple as- sistants using unique ID codes and one or more handsets associated with a specific store. The agent store manager should be able to create and remove assistants as their staff turns over.

Agent assistant administrative activities: Agents need to use their handset to access transaction summaries for specific periods, reconciliation, mini statements, and PIN changes.

MNO activities

MNO TRANSACTIONS

Operators administering the service at the MNO have a range of tasks to perform. A key financial transaction is converting cash into e-money (and vice versa) as cash is deposited into (or withdrawn from) an un- derlying bank account. This is called “bank reconciliation”. Other examples include transferring funds between mobile money accounts, making agent commission pay- ments, and allocating funds to an agent ac- count. All financial transactions, including bank reconciliation, should be performed using a “maker/checker” procedure (common in conventional banking systems) in which one person creates the transaction and another approves it. Mobile money services generally require this, so vendors need to support this feature.

MNO ADMINISTRATION

Back office: This team is responsible for setting up new agents and for on-going administration. It is preferable that the sys- tem can accept the upload of spread-sheets to create multiple agents in bulk as this will save a lot of operator time. Among the many sales administration tasks are creat- ing additional agent handsets (accounts) in the system and closing non-performing agent accounts. This team also needs to cre- ate detailed reports on agent activity (trans- actions by agent, product mix, float levels, etc.) to help manage agent performance.

Customer service: Customer service staff need access to customer and business (in- cluding agent) account statements in order to assist with queries, freeze the account if the phone is lost or stolen, and reset PINs. Ideally, customer care screens would be integrated into an MNO’s core service screens. In most MNOs, transactions per- formed in error can be reversed following suitable approval; this task may be assigned to customer service or the finance team.

REPORTS

For commercial, operational, and regula- tory reasons it is essential to have a strong suite of reports for all mobile money activities. All of the data supporting these activities should be recorded, high quality, reliably reported, backed up, and made readily available. Each market is likely to have slightly different regulatory reporting requirements and these must be defined as part of the platform specification require- ments. Most regulators require customer registrations to be screened against watch lists and politically exposed persons lists and transactional behaviour to be moni- tored for suspicious activity. As both busi- ness and regulatory requirements are likely to evolve over time, it is important that new reports can be created relatively quickly and at little or no extra cost. The ability to create new reports quickly (by adding or dropping fields) can give vendors a com- petition advantage.

The regulations governing mobile money have been inherited from the financial world, which allows mobile money reports to be stored for much longer time periods than traditional GSM reports such as CDRs. This can create challenges for the data warehouse and require additional capacity.

Configuration: It is expected that con- figuration changes will be required on a regular basis in order to, for example, support promotional activities and accom- modate changes in tariff and account limit regulations. Making these changes through vendor change requests can be a lengthy and costly exercise, so it is recommended that the vendor provide a configuration tool that allows MNO operators to make simple changes. These changes should also be sub- ject to maker/checker procedures.

Access control: It is important that opera- tors have distinct roles and only perform transactions that fall within their area of responsibility. There must also be logs and reports of all operator activities in order to detect fraud. Access to the live service—by both MNO and external operators—must be strictly controlled. As with any financial service, the risk of fraud is high and it is mandatory for user access to be granted through a formal process. It is recommend- ed that access is only granted to approved PCs, such as through an SSL certificate download. Service operators will also need to train employees on internal procedures and access rights and responsibilities.

FRAUD AND RISK

The importance of high quality security and fraud risk detection measures for a financial service like mobile money cannot be over- stated. It is recommended that risk reviews are performed on a regular basis and cover all aspects of the service, from CPT and AML to IT security to building access. As with most other MNO platforms, building access is important; local access ports are common on mobile money platforms. As mentioned earlier, platform access control is a primary way to minimise the risk of fraud. To en- able AML activities there must be a record of every transaction and operator activity, including who performed it, when, and the accounts involved. Customer KYC informa- tion must be stored and be accessible upon demand. Access should be given to auditors for suspected fraud investigations.
PART 4:  
RFP Development & Evaluation

CREATING AN RFP

The preceding sections have outlined the technical and functional requirements that should be considered when preparing an RFP for a mobile money system. Each element of the RFP should be categorised based on business need.

In the rush to get services to market in the early days of the industry, MNOs and vendors kept RFP processes and specifications to a minimum. However, candid reports from MNOs that entered the industry in a hurry have revealed the shortcomings of this strategy. It is now clear that care must be taken to ensure that the business model, commercial strategy, and product roadmap are all sound and central parts of the RFP. This is just as important as technical compliance checks and identifying how a requirement will be met during the evaluation process.

Once the RFP process is complete, vendors need to feel that they are long-term partners with the MNO. Like MNOs, vendors analyse risks and long-term goals, and if they suspect that their clients do not have a long-term commitment to the partner-ship, this can have a negative effect on the relationship.

EVALUATING AN RFP

The good news for vendors is that a number of group-wide RFPs have been issued from major players in the mobile money industry. While revenues from individual markets can be higher, winning a group-wide contract can help a vendor to develop expertise, grow in stature, and raise revenue to invest in research and development.

Undoubtedly there are complications for a vendor attempting to satisfy the various requirements of multiple markets with just one or two platforms in centralised hubs. The last mile can become a huge hurdle as the nuanced differences across markets can be difficult to fit into extension layers, and Open APIs may be required. Quite often, group procurement and operating company (OpCo) technical teams have differing opinions, so vendors need to manage the relationships carefully.

As for MNOs, there are a number of different strategies for dealing with these various requirements:

- In some cases, a unique requirement from an OpCo needs to be kept separate and outside the main RFP.
- In other cases, hardware and platform levels are decided upon at the group level, but the unique requirements of each OpCo are satisfied by software extensions.
- In still other cases, the RFP includes all of the requirements from all markets so that the list is complete and no features are absent.

GROUP-WIDE RFPs VS. INDIVIDUAL MARKET RFPs

The importance of RFP team selection

“The background of the person chosen to do the RFP and build the relationships with vendors must have the correct profile – experienced in vendor relations and negotiations. However the evaluation must be objective and based on vendor response and the evaluation team must be made up of range of technical and commercial people.”

Imad Chishti, Telenor Pakistan
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THE ROLE OF THE GROUP VS. THE ROLE OF THE OPCO

The OpCo would not be too concerned with regional or global group policy or if we have a strong alignment with the OpCo. The role of the Group is to facilitate our OpCo to achieve business success. With this in mind, the governance and decision-making become easier.

For example, at the group level we query each RFP response:

- How are change requests going to occur and be prioritized?
- Can the change request be redeployed across to a different OpCo?
- Does the solution fit into our framework?

Khuen How Ng, Millicom Group
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- Can the change request be redeployed across to a different OpCo?
- Does the solution fit into our framework?

Khuen How Ng, Millicom Group
Today it is common practice to request a visit to a live deployment and to meet with current clients. If this is not possible, a demonstration should be given on a test, development, or virtual platform. Ideally, MNO staff should be able to access this platform for several days so they can check how well it meets their list of requirements.

One of the major complaints heard from MNOs is the time and cost involved with change requests and platform developments. Visiting a vendor’s headquarters and interviewing existing clients will provide an MNO with valuable information about their ability to turn around change requests. Given the relative infancy of the industry, few vendors have a large staff, so it is important to carefully evaluate whether the vendor has the capacity to manage both new and existing clients. A balanced SLA agreement as part of a wider contract will provide recourse for an MNO.

A key problem area is the technical and commercial teams, and that all essential requirements are met and that there is a roadmap in place to add function, detailed, and documented set of functional requirements based on the business strategy that can then be formulated into an RFP. There will naturally need to be some compromises in determining the best vendor fit, so it is important to ensure that all essential requirements are met and that there is a roadmap in place to add functionality as required. It is also essential that any RFP response be evaluated by both MNO technical and commercial teams, and that the evaluation is comprehensive.

The first step is to create a comprehensive, detailed, and documented set of functional requirements based on the business strategy that can then be formulated into an RFP. There will naturally need to be some compromises in determining the best vendor fit, so it is important to ensure that all essential requirements are met and that there is a roadmap in place to add functionality as required. It is also essential that any RFP response be evaluated by both MNO technical and commercial teams, and that the evaluation is comprehensive.
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